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Fun-filled dot-to-dot puzzles help reinforce letters and ABC order. School Zone s Get Ready!

workbooks focus on essential preschool and kindergarten skills. Colorful, humorous illustrations

motivate children to keep exploring. In this ABC Dot-to-Dot workbook, 64 pages of puzzles help

children practice alphabetical order while they discover pictures related to the seasons. Once they

connect the dots correctly kids can reward themselves by coloring in the picture they helped create.

Plus, dot-to-dots improve children s fine motor skills and eye-hand coordination. With a pencil or

crayons, and perhaps just a bit of coaching from you, your child will practice important skills and

exercise imagination.
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My toddler loves dot to dots and knows her abcs, so I bought this to encourage her love of learning.

It's a great teaching tool, and fun that the book has a little certificate at the end to congradulate her

for finishing.

To get the best use out of this book, I took it a part and laminated the pages so I could use it in my

preschool class without wasting money on making copies. the kids love it.

I ordered a few of these books. I am just repeating the review under all of them because they are all

great. I used all of these books to teach my daughter at home instead of paying for preschool. I also

used other hands on things to teach. These books helped a lot. She is now in 1st grade and a

straight A student. When she entered kindergarten they gave a test to see if she was ready....she



had surpassed their testing. These books along with other one on one teaching will really help you

either homeschool your child or help your child if they need help in a particular subject. They are

totally worth every penny paid for them.

I ordered a few of these books. I am just repeating the review under all of them because they are all

great. I used all of these books to teach my son at home instead of paying for preschool. I also used

other hands on things to teach. These books helped a lot. These books along with other one on one

teaching will really help you either homeschool your child or help your child if they need help in a

particular subject. We haven't been using this book very long but he absolutely loves them. I took

the advice of another review that said to laminate the pages. Worked perfectly and we get to re use

the pages! Win win! They are totally worth every penny paid. I highly recommend this to other

buyers.

My 4 year old loves this. Very clear, easy for him to use independently. Also very nice that it does

not begin with full alphabet, to let him "warm up" to the concept a bit.

These pages are thinner than most kids' workbooks I have purchased. If your kid wants to color the

pages after completing them, don't use markers (a disappointment for my 3 year old who loves

using his sister's markers!).My 3 year old has lots of success with this since he knows his ABCs so

well. He can verbally count up to 40 but has a hard time with number dot-to-dots because he gets

confused between written numbers such as 12 and 21, and 32 and 23. So the ABC dot-to-dot gives

him lots of success like his older sister has with her number dot-to-dot books.

Good to practice the ABCs with preschool and Pre K age group. Sometimes finding the next dot is

not as easy as it could be- if I designed it I'd have used a larger font so the letter is big and bold.

And the first third or so only use the part of the alphabet- why not make more dots close together to

connect rather than only go to K? Child keeps looking for the next letters and they aren't on the

page. And the dots can be rather far apart.

I bought this book for my granddaughter to use on and airplane since she was flying back with us

from Houston. She is 4 and loves to do dot to dots. The book is about 8 x 7 and she enjoyed it. I

would recommend.
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